Meeting of the Primary Care Commissioning Committee
To be held on 27 June 2019 at 12.30-13.45 in the meeting space,
Bede Tower, Burdon Road, Sunderland, SR2 7EA.

AGENDA

1. Welcome and Introduction
2. Apologies for Absence
3. Declarations of Interest
4. Minutes of the previous meeting held on
25 April 2019

Enclosure

4.1 Matters arising and action log

Enclosure

5. Question Time
Members of the public may raise issues of general interest that relate to items on
the agenda. The chair’s discretion is final on the matters discussed and
timescale.
6. Good News/Patient Story

Enclosure

B Landon
7. Items of Governance and Assurance
7.1 General Practice Communication
B Landon

Enclosure

7.2 Finance Report
D Chandler

Enclosure

7.3 General Practice Strategy 2019-2024
W Thompson

Verbal
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8. Items for information only
8.1 GP Workforce Steering Group Minutes of
6 February 2019

Enclosure

8.2 General Practice Strategy Implementation Group
Minutes of 26 March 2019

Enclosure

9. Any other business
10. Date and time of next meeting
29 August 2019, 12.30-13.45pm in Bede Tower, Burdon Road, Sunderland, SR2
7EA
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Item: 4

PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting held on Thursday 25 April 2019, 12.30pm in the meeting
space, Bede Tower, Burdon Road, Sunderland, SR2 7EA.

Minutes
Present:

Mrs P Harle, Chair
Mrs Ann Fox, Executive Director of Nursing Quality and
Safety
Dr K Gellia, Executive GP
Mrs Tarryn Lake, Deputy Chief Finance Officer (on behalf of
Mr D Chandler)
Mrs C Nesbit, Director of People and Primary Care
Dr Ian Pattison, Clinical Chair

In attendance:

Mrs Fiona Brown, Director of People, Sunderland City Council
(Joined the meeting at 13:45)
Ms D Cornell, Head of Corporate Affairs
Mrs S Hayden, Locality Commissioning Manager
Mrs G Lambert, OD and PST Manager
Ms J Long, Assistant Primary Care Contracts Manager, NHS
England
Mrs W Thompson, General Practice Commissioning Lead
Mrs E Hardy, PA (minutes)

2019/17

Welcome and Introductions
The chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and a round of
introductions took place. The committee was informed that the
meeting would be recorded to support administrative accuracy and for
robust governance. There were no objections to the use of the
recording device.

2019/18

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Mr D Chandler, Deputy
Chief Officer and Chief Finance Officer and Mr David Gallagher, Chief
Officer.
The chair confirmed that the meeting was quorate.
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Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations received. The Chair asked that if any
conflicts became apparent during the meeting they should be brought
to her attention and would be managed appropriately.

2019/20

Minutes of the meeting held on 28 February 2019
Following amendments requested the minutes of the meeting held on
28 February 2018 were RECEIVED as a true and accurate record.

2019/21

Matters arising from the minutes and action log
There were no matters arising from the minutes.

2019/22

Action Log
With regards to Item 2019/09, Mrs Nesbit advised there was no good
news report to present today. Discussions had been held with the
team and work was progressing. A comprehensive good news report
would be presented to the committee in June. The committee NOTED
it was essential the report was presented in June as this committee
had a commitment to inform the public of positive stories and the huge
amount of work being undertaken by general practices. Action
2019/09 would be closed on the action log.
Action 2019/10 had been completed and would be closed.

2019/23

Question Time
A member of the public raised the following questions:
With regards to the General Practice Forward View (GPFV), it would
be useful to know the names of the fifteen general practices that had
gone live with online consultations and was there a target date for all
general practices to go live with this service. In response it was noted
it was hoped that all general practices would go live with this service
by the end of 2020 and was being monitored and this was detailed
within the 5 year plan.
With regards to the funding provided to a general practice to support
the number of asylum seekers and refugees registered to the practice,
which practice was this?
The committee noted that practices were not named when they were
part of the resilience programme and in this particular case, due to the
vulnerability of the asylum seekers and refugee groups, the general
practice in question would not be identified where there was no added
value to naming the practice.
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Primary Care Commissioning Committee Development Session
Mrs Lambert delivered a presentation which updated the committee
on the Primary Care Commissioning Committee development session
held in December 2018. The aim of the development session had
been to go over the purpose and expectations of the committee and to
identify opportunities for improvement.
A Summary of achievements from the development session was:
 Processes improved to reduce waste and impact positively on
timeframes
 Clearer understanding on purpose and decision making
 Reports to always be in public where possible
 Members to play an active role in reviewing each committee
meeting
 Ongoing public engagement
It was noted that all reports that were presented to the committee
today had been received a day earlier than the deadline which was a
significant improvement.
With regards to public engagement, Mrs Nesbit reported a productive
meeting had been held with HealthWatch on how to encourage
members of the public to attend these committee meetings. The
details of the committee would be published more and it was hoped
public attendance would improve going forward.
Ms Cornell suggested the committee took a similar approach as the
governing body and had a patient story presented for each agenda.
The committee AGREED with the proposal and a patient story would
be on the agenda for June.
Action: Ms Cornell to source and present a patient story to the
committee in June
The chair thanked Mrs Lambert and her team for the immense
amount of work put into the development session and noted the
positive outcomes. The chair noted that NHS England’s input had
been valuable and it had been good to see the alignment with NHS
England. There would be an action for the committee in 6 month time
to reflect on what it had gained from the development session.
Action: Committee’s reflection on what had been gained from the
development session to be an agenda item at the meeting in
October 2019.
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Sunderland CCG Primary Care Commissioning Month 12 Finance
Report
The report provided the Primary Care Committee with a summary of
the financial position of delegated general practice budgets as at
month 12 (for the period ending 31st March 2019), which was the final
outturn for the 2018/19 financial year. The report provided assurance
that the CCG had achieved its financial duties for 2018/19.
Mrs Lake advised the committee the CCG was reporting a final
outturn of £8k over-spend against the overall delegated primary care
budget for 2018/19. The small overspend was mainly due to overperformance on non-recurrent spending schemes and on enhanced
services (specifically the DES payments for annual learning disability
health checks), which was partially offset by under-spends on QOF
(due to a prior year impact) and prescribing.
One issue that was not included in the report was the general practice
quality premium paid at 70% each month that had not yet been
approved for 2019/20 schemes. The CCG would still like to pay this
subject to agreement on the schemes and this would be taken to the
executive committee for approval and would be reported in the next
finance report.
The chair noted the additional monies that had gone into primary care
showed the level of support from the CCG.
Dr Pattison noted it was good to see that the CCG could display that
all allocations were spent in primary care as not all CCGs did this.
With regards to the 1% challenge, Dr Pattison noted this was a
national issue.
The chair noted from a lay member perspective, she could see the
evidence and was assured by this. It provided evidence to patients
and general practices that the CCG was addressing issues as an
organisation.
The chair and Dr Pattison commended the finance team and noted
underspend was a challenge for general practices nationally. Mrs
Lake advised that NHS England finance team had contributed to the
work of the CCG finance team.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee NOTED the financial
position of delegated general practice budgets for the period ending
31st March 2019, which was the final outturn for the 2018/19 financial
year and AGREED continual payment of the general practice quality
premium scheme at 70% subject to agreement on the schemes, to be
submitted to the executive committee for approval.
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CQC inspections update report
This report provided the committee with an update to the current CQC
Inspection status of the GP Practices in Sunderland and also an
overview of the change to the processes for practices identified as
‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’ from April 2019. Mrs Hayden updated the
committee on the following points:
Since the last CQC Inspections update report (February 2019) there
had been three further reports published:






Galleries Medical Practice – Good with one area requiring
improvement (responsive)
Sunderland GP Alliance – New Silksworth Medical Practice –
Good with one area requiring improvement (responsive)
Harraton surgery – Requires improvement. This was currently
being addressed.
37 practices were currently rated GOOD overall
1 Practice was currently rated OUTSTANDING: Westbourne
Medical Group
1 Practice was yet to be inspected/have reports published :
New Washington Medical Practice

Assurance was provided by the CQC that the services overall met the
CQC regulations and there were processes in place should a practice
be placed in special measures or had inadequate elements of an
inspection.
Mrs Hayden reported the CCG was working with the 2 practices that
had been rated as ‘requires improvement’ and action plans had been
developed around their areas for improvement.
From April 2019, the CQC had introduced the Annual Regulatory
Review (ARR) and provider information collection process for
practices rated as ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’; for practices rated as
‘requires improvement’ or ‘inadequate’, this did not apply and the
CQC would continue to inspect:
 within 6 months for a rating of inadequate;
 within 12 months for a rating of requires improvement.
The ARR would support the CQC to carry out more focused
inspections by judging if the quality of care had changed since the
last inspection. A Provider Information Collection form would be used
to ask practices to provide information annually rather than before an
inspection and every practice would receive a telephone call to
answer questions relating to the 5 CQC domains. The telephone call
would last for approximately 1 hour. Following the call, practices
would receive a letter informing them that no further action was
required or that a visit was required. An annual regulatory review
forms part of CQC’s ongoing monitoring but it could not change the
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rating, as only an inspection could do this; the review would make
sure that the monitoring and planning decisions were clear, consistent
and transparent.
Mrs Fox noted that this directly linked with the Local Quality Group
(LQG) which representatives from the CQC were members of. With
regards to Harraton surgery, discussions had taken place with the
CCG and NHS England and a plan was in place to address the
issues.
Dr Pattison reported that his practice had received the telephone call
relating to the CQC’s 5 domains and it had not been overly onus and
all questions had been relevant.
A question was raised as to how this committee would have sight of
which practices had received these calls and in response it was noted
this information would be made visible in each report going forward.
The committee NOTED it would be helpful to see which practices had
received the phone call and continued to be rated the same.
Mrs Fox highlighted that the LQG did not only focus on areas of
improvement but also looked at practices that had achieved
‘outstanding’ and this information would be shared at time in time out
(TiTo) events.
With regards to practices that were rated as ‘outstanding’ visits were
held within 3-5 years. The reports that came to this committee were
received on a monthly basis and were part of a much bigger quality
dashboard.
Dr Pattison noted that the vast majority of general practices in
Sunderland were rated as ‘good’ and had not started from this
position and It was important to recognise the amount of hard work
being undertaken to get to this position. The chair reiterated that this
was the information the public wanted to hear about and in a useful
format and urged this to be included as part of the patient story report
submitted to the committee in June.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee RECEIVED the report
for assurance.
2019/27

Committee end of year Review and Terms of Reference
The report provided the committee with an end of year review for the
period 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019. Ms Cornell updated the
committee as follows:
In accordance with its statutory powers under section 13Z of the NHS
Act 2006 (as amended), NHS England delegated the exercise of
primary medical care commissioning functions to the CCG. The
committee was established to enable members to make collective
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decisions on the review, planning and procurement of primary medical
care services in Sunderland, under delegated authority from NHS
England. The role of the committee is to carry out the functions
relating to the commissioning of primary medical care services under
section 83 of the NHS Act which includes:
 GMS, PMS and APMS contracts (including the design of PMS
and APMS contracts, monitoring of contracts, taking
contractual action such as issuing branch/remedial notices, and
removing a contract);
 Newly designed enhanced services (‘local enhanced services’
and ‘directed enhanced services’);
 Design of local incentive schemes as an alternative to the
Quality Outcomes Framework (QOF);
 Decision making on whether to establish new GP practices in
an area;
 Approving practice mergers; and
 Making decisions on ‘discretionary’ payment (e.g.,
returner/retainer schemes).
 Manage the budget for commissioning of primary medical care
services in Sunderland
The report outlined the achievements and assurances the committee
had gained throughout the year to demonstrate it had met its roles
and responsibilities and included any risks identified as part of this
work.
The Committee discussed the attendance template and noted a
number of changes including reflection of deputies, and some
changes to actual attendance of members.
Action: Ms Cornel to amend attendance template where
appropriate
The chair highlighted that the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee development session had not been included in the details
of main work areas.
Action: Ms Cornell to add the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee development session in the details of main work
areas.
Ms Cornell proposed not to review the terms of reference as this was
carried out at the development session in December and would be
picked up in the 6 month review of the development session. This was
AGREED by the committee.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee RECEIVED the content
the report, reviewed and commented as appropriate on the content
and AGREED that the annual review to be submitted to the governing
body for assurance.
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General Practice Commissioning Audit Report
The report provided an update to the committee on the results of the
audit undertaken by Audit One into the CCG’s role in General Practice
Commissioning. Mrs Nesbit highlighted the following key points:






The audit was undertaken as part of the 2018/19 internal audit
plan, to reflect the internal audit framework published by NHS
England for delegated functions, as well as assurance
requirements of the CCG;
Sunderland CCG had provided ‘full assurance’ of compliance
to the requirements as set out by NHS England and that there
was ‘substantial’ assurance that any risks identified were
managed effectively;
One minor compliance issue was identified relating to the
CCG’s overall Communications Strategy which was listed on
the CCG’s website as being due for review in October 2017
and was therefore overdue; this however did not affect the
overall rating. The Head of Corporate Affairs had confirmed
that the strategy had since been updated and approved at
Governing Body on 26 March 2019.

The chair stated the report provided assurance and evidence of good
work and asked for congratulations to be passed on to all involved.
The chair asked where the report would go to and in response Mrs
Nesbit advised the NHS England would receive a copy of the report
and it would be submitted to the Audit and Risk Committee.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee RECEIVED the report
and NOTED the content and assurance that the CCG was
undertaking its delegated functions in accordance with NHS England’s
requirement and expectation
2019/29

General Practice Forward View (GPFV) update
The report provided information to the committee regarding progress
of the different schemes within the GP Forward View (GPFV) and
included information on the following areas:
GPFV Initiatives:
 Workforce;
 Digital services;
 Reception and Administration Training;
 Resilience Funding;
 Primary Care at Scale
The report provided assurance that the GPFV initiatives were being
implemented.
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With regards to international recruitment and currently only 2
international recruits in the North East and Cumbria, none of which
were in Sunderland at present, Mrs Fox questioned whether
consideration had been given to Sunderland doing recruitment
independently. Mrs Nesbit stated she would second this as
Sunderland was heavily involved in the national scheme and was not
reaping any rewards from it. A local approach was needed to get GPs
interested in working in Sunderland.
The chair asked the GP members of the committee what their opinion
was regarding this. Dr Gellia advised that immigration rules had
changed and this had created a huge impact and had made it much
more difficult to get a visa. Also most of the recruitment is for 2 years
and this made it unrealistic with regards to international recruitment. Dr
Gellia referred to the media coverage on the Golden Hellos scheme in
Sunderland and the importance of ensuring the positive work and its
resources, as well as the substantial effort by the CCG to attract GPs
to Sunderland, was reflected in such coverage.
Dr Pattison advised that GPs could work in other countries that were
much better paid and felt that the national scheme had not been
successful. Dr Pattison noted there were a lot of issues that were
outside of Sunderland’s control.
Mrs Long advised she was happy to take the suggestion of Sunderland
doing recruitment independently back to NHS England.
Mrs Thompson stated that Sunderland needed to focus on retention
and that GPs could help as they understood the issues that were not
helping with this. Mrs Thompson’s view was that a whole workforce
strategy was needed and the CCG was limited in what it could do. It
had always been a challenge for Sunderland to recruit GPs.
Ms Cornell noted the ‘good news stories’ around what had been
achieved in primary care could be used as an opportunity to promote
recruitment and retention and to get the message out to GPs to join us
in our journey.
Dr Gellia stated that a plea needed to be made to the media to report
on good news stories as there was a substantial amount of good work
being done in Sunderland.
Dr Pattison referred to the medical school in Sunderland University and
noted that this would be a long term solution to the workforce
challenge. The first cohort of students would be starting in September
2019.
With regards to active signposting providing patients with a first point of
contact to the most appropriate source of help, Mrs Fox advised the
CCG needed to be assured that patients would receive the same
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triage/offer as 111, emergency department etc. to comply with the
agreed urgent care strategy as this would go live in August. Mrs
Hayden advised that the active signposting was social rather than
health however reception and administration staff had also been
updated on the urgent care consultation.
Action: Mrs Hayden to provide update to Mrs Fox with regard to
roll out of consistent triage/urgent care offer in general practice.
The Committee agreed that the Workforce Steering Group explore
further suggestions and comments regarding international recruitment.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee RECEIVED the report
and NOTED the work already underway in respect of the GPVF.
2019/30

Transfer of Shared Care minutes, 6 November 2018
The chair challenged why this committee received these minutes. Mrs
Fox advised that high level information from these minutes went to the
Quality and Safety Committee as part of the Medicines Optimisation
report. Ms Cornell advised that originally the minutes had been
submitted to the Primary Care Commissioning Committee but as
transfer of shared care impacted on other areas, should now also be
submitted to the Executive Committee.
Mrs Nesbit suggested as transfer of shared care had a huge agenda, it
would be useful to understand which elements this committee needed
to be aware of and to be flagged by exception when around primary
care. Mrs Nesbit would discuss with directors when/how this committee
would receive appropriate elements of transfer of shared care minutes.
Action: Mrs Nesbit to discuss with directors when/how this
committee would receive appropriate elements of transfer of
shared care minutes
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee RECEIVED the Transfer
of Shared Care minutes from the meeting held on 6 November 2018.

2019/31

Any other Business
There was no further business to discuss.

2019/32

Date of next meeting
Thursday 27 June 2019, 13.45pm. Bede Tower, Burdon Road,
Sunderland SR2 7EA
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NHS Sunderland CCG Primary Care Commissioning Action Log 25 April 2019
Minute
Reference

Action Point

Lead

Timescale

Current Status

2018/89

Mrs Fox and Ms Bradbury to determine the timescales for
presentation to the QSC on the MSK referral process.

A Fox

Following the meeting Still to be determined

2018/91

A six monthly report to be produced on thematic analysis and
also be placed on the PCCC cycle of business.

C Nesbit/J
Thwaites

June 2019

Complete

2019/09

To receive an update on general practice communications
and engagement.

H Fox

April 2019

A comprehensive good news
report will be presented to the
committee in June - Completed

2019/24

Ms Cornell to source and present a patient story to the
committee in June

D Cornell

June 2019

2019/24

Committee’s reflection on what had been gained from the
C Nesbit/J
Primary Care Commissioning Committee development
Thwaites
session to be an agenda item at the meeting in October 2019.
Ms Cornell to amend the Committee end of year Review and D Cornell
Terms of Reference as appropriate

October 2019

Ms Cornell to add the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee development session in the details of main work
areas.
Mrs Hayden to provide update to Mrs Fox with regard to roll
out of consistent triage/urgent care offer in general practice.

D Cornell

June 2019

S Hayden

June 2018

Mrs Nesbit to discuss with directors when/how this committee
would receive appropriate elements of transfer of shared care
minutes

C Nesbit

June 2019

2019/27

2019/27

2019/29

2019/30

1
NHS SCCG Primary Care Commissioning Committee Action Log

June 2019
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Good news/patient story

News release
4 June 2019

GP scheme attracts new doctors and nurses to Sunderland
Initiatives to attract more doctors and healthcare professionals to work in Sunderland
have been hailed a success, after 39 staff chose to start their career in the city.
With the NHS facing a national shortage of qualified staff, the projects led by NHS
Sunderland Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) have helped to increase the
number of GPs in the city to 189 – a big increase from 152 a year earlier.
A key part of this success is the GP Career Start scheme, which gives newly
qualified GPs the chance to work in a local practice for two years, while spending a
day each week on further study of a specialised area of their choice.
The scheme’s first year attracted ten new GPs to the city, with five of these choosing
to put down roots by taking up permanent posts afterwards. A total of 16 have been
recruited so far.
Other schemes include a career start programme for practice nurses, and a ‘golden
hello’ offer for new GPs who commit to at least three years in the area.
Dr Ian Pattison, Chair of NHS Sunderland Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG),
said: “As a local GP I know that Sunderland is a great place to live and work, and we
want newly qualified GPs to see just how much our area has to offer.
“Recruitment is an issue for the NHS right across the country, but we are making real
progress in attracting well-qualified GPs to ensure our services are in a strong
position for the future.
“Already we are seeing many of these GPs choosing to build their career in
Sunderland for the longer term, which is great news for patients.”
With other healthcare roles also facing staff shortages, similar schemes have
successfully attracted 14 new practice nurses and nine healthcare assistants, with
more on the way.
Dr Cindy Kelly is a GP at Barmston Medical Centre in Washington. She came to the
area as part of the career start scheme after completing her GP training.
Dr Kelly said: “The career start scheme has been a great opportunity to start my
career as a GP. The medical education sessions mean that I’m given the opportunity
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to develop my specialist skills in an area of care that I’m passionate about, with the
full support of my colleagues.
“I didn’t know a great deal about Sunderland before coming here on my placement,
but I have found it to be a very friendly and welcoming area and I thoroughly enjoy
working here.”
Sunderland is also part of a region wide bid to attract qualified GPs from abroad to
help address staff shortages.
This scheme includes a robust process to support GPs so that they are able to work
effectively in the NHS, including a three-month period observing in a local practice as
well as a period of induction and refresher training.
A total of 26 GPs have come to the city through the ‘golden hello’ scheme, which
recruits GPs new to the area who commit to a minimum three-year contract in
Sunderland.
The CCG is also working closely with Sunderland University, which is opening a
medical school later this year. The first 50 students will start its GP training scheme
in September, with 100 new students expected in 2020. GPs often choose to stay in
the area where they trained, so this is another important development for
Sunderland’s NHS.

New online mental health resource for Sunderland young people
Thu 23rd May 2019
Young people in Sunderland have improved access to mental health services thanks
to a new online resource.
The online service gives young people aged between 11 to 18 unlimited access to
professional online counsellors along with moderated forums and self-help materials.
Together for Children, which provides Sunderland’s children’s services and
Sunderland Clinical Commissioning Group have commissioned Kooth, an online
counselling and emotional well-being platform for children and young people that is
accessible through mobile, tablet and desktop and free at the point of use.
Kooth provides safe access to self-help materials, mood-tracking and an online
journal where youngsters can record their thoughts and feelings.
Access is free of the typical barriers to support. There are no waiting lists, no cost to
the young person and it’s completely anonymous.
Jill Colbert, Chief Executive of Together for Children, said: “We know that many of
our children and young people want support, advice and guidance to support their
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emotional health and Kooth is a fantastic way to reach them quickly and easily.
Kooth is a great addition to our Early Help services and will really help the children
and young people we support in Together for Children.”
Kooth is accredited by the British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy
(BACP) and is available online, offering free and safe access to self-help materials,
mood-tracking, online journal and goal setting tools and a moderated online
community.
Qualified counsellors are on hand on weekdays from mid-day until 10pm and from
6pm until 10pm at weekends for booked or drop-in one-to-one therapy.
Dr Ian Pattison, clinical chair from NHS Sunderland Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) said: “We want to make sure children and young people across Sunderland
have access to the health services that are right for them.
“Kooth is a fantastic resource for children and young people who are going through a
hard time and want to access support. It is confidential, simple to use, free to access
and available in a way that is convenient to the young people using it.
“Self-referral services like Kooth make it much easier to get the help you need and to
take away the stigma that some people face in getting mental health support.”
Anyone concerned about a child or young person who may be experiencing
difficulties will still be able to contact the Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services (CAMHS) on 0191 566 5500.
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CATEGORY OF PAPER
Proposes specific action
Provides assurance
For information only




PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
27 JUNE 2019
Report Title:

General practice communications

Purpose of report
Following the update to the committee in February, this paper outlines a new approach to
highlighting and celebrating key successes and messages from primary care, including a new
story-spotting network using Communications Champions to identify opportunities.
Key points
 A plan for communications around General Practice was agreed in April 2018 and the
updated approach was approved in February 2019 by this committee
 This paper recognises that we can celebrate and highlight our successes, and share key
messages more effectively, if we have a strong network of Communications Champions in
primary care
 Primary Care Communications Champions will help to spot opportunities which could, with
support from communications colleagues at NECS, help us to secure more positive media
coverage, or alternatively share content through social media, advertising, video or
animations
 This will build on recent coverage around Career Start, new consultation types, golden
hellos and online mental health services, as well as media relations work to sensitively
manage the impact of more challenging media stories.
 A number of potential topics are listed alongside a plan of what we will do to publicise the
topics; this list will be reviewed and updated to ensure continued opportunities to celebrate
our success.
Risks and issues
 This work aims to mitigate the occasional negative press coverage about general practice
by highlighting the good work that Sunderland CCG and practices are doing within the city
 Its success depends on a steady flow of identified opportunities and help from
Communications Champions in working with staff/patient case studies who can be featured
in photos, press releases, interviews etc as appropriate
Assurances
 Plans are reviewed at communications and engagement steering group and will be
discussed at the GP Strategy Group; this work links into the CCG communications and
engagement strategy
Recommendation/Action Required

The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to:




note the report and endorse the approach to communications;
endorse the topics for news story development;
consider any further topics that could be developed.

Sponsor/approving directors
Report author

Clare Nesbit, Associate Director of OD and Workforce,
Director Lead for Primary Care
Ben Landon, Senior Communications Officer (NECS)
Governance and Assurance

Link to CCG corporate objectives (please tick all that apply)


CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties
CO2: Maintain financial control and performance targets
CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services
CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming
services



CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities



CO6: Develop the CCG localities



CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund
CO8: Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning
Relevant legal/statutory issues
NA
Any potential/actual conflicts
of interest associated with the
paper? (please tick)

Yes

No

N/A



Yes

No

N/A



If yes, please specify
Equality analysis completed
(please tick)

Key implications
A budget has been identified to fund this work but to date there
has been nothing spent against this.
Are additional resources
required?

Has there been appropriate
clinical engagement?

This could cover advertising (e.g. paid content in Sunderland
Echo) or other additional costs such as photography and staff
time for additional PR and media relations work.
NA
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Has there been/or does there
need to be any patient and
public involvement?
Is there an expected impact on
patient outcomes/experience?
If yes, has a quality impact
assessment been undertaken?
Has there been member
practice and/or other
stakeholder engagement if
needed?

NA

NA

NA
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1. Background and work undertaken to date
In February 2019, North of England Commissioning Support Unit provided an update report to
the Primary Care Commissioning Committee highlighting the support that will be provided to the
Clinical Commissioning Group in respect of General Practice.
Over recent months we have had a number of positive news stories in local media around
primary care. This has included articles entitled ‘All Sunderland patients could soon be able to
contact their GP online’ (Sunderland Echo, 12 March 2019), and ‘A real success story for
Sunderland’ (Sunderland Echo, 5 March 2019) – these articles highlight successes or new
services which can help to ease the pressure on primary care.
Further work undertaken includes roadshow events in March 2019 to raise awareness of digital
technologies; these took place in The Bridges, Hetton Centre and The Galleries and were well
received.
It is important to recognise that careful and sensitive media management is just as important
when the CCG and primary care face more challenging media interest, explaining our position
to patients and offering reassurance and acknowledgement of issues where appropriate.
2. Approach for future communications
NECS will support the CCG to highlight the innovation, successes and commitment of the
primary care community and are committed to developing good new stories on behalf of the
CCG to share with local media on a regular basis, ideally every month.
It is important to celebrate the important work undertaken in Sunderland and it can help
everyone by creating more opportunities to share key messages with patients about how to use
primary care.
Success in achieving this aim depends not just on communications support but on establishing
an active network of key colleagues within the CCG, practices and partner organisations to spot
opportunities and take full advantage of them. This will involve both celebrating successes and
being ensuring we share key messages (e.g. how to use services, or how to benefit from new
consultation types) with patients.
These ideas will help us secure media coverage, or alternatively content for websites, social
media, advertising, video or animation. Ideas will be different to ‘patient stories’ which are used
to learn about how people experience services – first and foremost they need to have news
value (e.g. strong enough to command the attention of journalists, members of the public on
social media, etc).
To do this, we will create a network of Communications Champions in primary care. As a
champion, the time input required from individuals will be limited, but vital. The role will be:



To spot initiatives, successes or human interest stories that might have media (or other
communications) potential. Opportunities could include local or practice level successes,
new initiatives and especially human interest stories.
Where appropriate, to work with NECS communications team to identify and link with
patients (and staff) who can take part in publicity or be quoted/photographed/interviewed.
Patients are usually more comfortable taking part in publicity if the request comes from a
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trusted and known professional like a GP or practice nurse, than from someone they don’t
know.
We have identified roles/individuals to be part of our story-spotting network below:
Contacts
Locality Commissioning Managers x4 within the
CCG

Who/how to get them involved
WT to email all, outlining what to look out for
and how to suggest an idea

Locality Practice Managers

JS to email all/mention at Locality meetings
and Localities Working Together meeting

Locality Practice Nurses

JS to email all/mention at practice nurses’
meeting and Working Together meeting

GP/Nurse/PM Executives and Primary Care
Advisor

CN to email all

PCN Clinical Directors x 6

WT to email all outlining what to look out for
and how to suggest an idea

Key CCG personnel
 Claire Bradford
 Clare Nesbit
 Wendy Thompson
 David Chandler/Tarryn Lake – re GP estates
 Ann Fox
 Sue Goulding
 Debbie Burnicle
 Pat Harle
 Ewan Maule
 Gillian Gibson - joint director public health,
and team (commissions from practices)
Sunderland GP Alliance (40 practices)

CN to email all, outlining what to look out for
and how to suggest an idea

GP Strategy Implementation Group

WT to add as standard agenda item

Primary Care Commissioning Committee

WT to add as standard agenda item

All to mention in team meetings/add to
agendas where appropriate

WT to email Jon Twelves to mention at
meetings

3. Topics identified
To support the programme we have identified a selection of topics that we propose to provide
good news stories on as follows:
July
August

Support for Veterans - focusing on the experience of one veteran in order to
show what is available and how to access it
How to access GP services, including Extended Access, Online Appointments
and Video consultations – showing how these work so that more patients make
use of services

September

Recovery at Home service
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October
November
December
January
February
March

Workforce initiatives
Prescribing – such as use of antibiotics, repeat dispensing (preparing for Winter)
Cancer Recovery Package (Health and Wellbeing events)
Integrated Rehabilitation Service (Step2Health)
Social Prescribing
Primary Care Networks and the role of the Community Integrated Team

4. Recommendation
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to:




note the report and endorse the approach to communications;
endorse the topics for news story development;
consider any further topics that could be developed.

Name of Author:

Ben Landon, NECS

Name of Sponsoring Director:

Clare Nesbitt, Associate Director of OD and
Workforce, Director Lead for Primary Care
June 2019

Date:
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PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
27 JUNE 2019

Report Title:

Sunderland CCG Primary Care Commissioning
Month 2 Finance Report

Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to present the Primary Care Commissioning Committee a summary of
the financial position of delegated general practice budgets as at month 2 (for the period ending
31st May 2019) and the forecast year end position for 2019/20.
In addition, this report requests that the Primary Care Commissioning Committee approves
amendments to the 2019/20 budget in line with delegated authority limits and considers the
updated Five Year Strategic Financial Plan for the period 2019/20 to 2023/24.
Key points
The key issues in relation to the 2019/20 position is to ensure the CCG meets its financial duties for
2019/20 and that the CCG makes best use of available delegated general practice budgets in line
with the aims and objectives of the CCG and the GP Strategy.
The Operational and Strategic Financial Plan for the period 2019/20 to 2023/24 was previously
submitted to Primary Care Commissioning Committee in February 2019 for consideration.
Subsequently revised allocations were announced by NHS England for delegated primary care
commissioning and an updated version of the budget for 2019/20 was submitted to Governing
Body for approval in March 2019.
Following approval by Governing Body of budgets for 2019/20 further amendments have been
identified for investments which require approval by Primary Care Committee which are within the
delegated authority limits of the Committee.
In addition, further detailed guidance has been received from NHS England which has also
amended the investment requirements for the Five Year Strategic Financial Plan.
Risks and issues
Risks to delivery are documents within the report.

Assurances
This report provides assurance that the year to date and financial outturn is in line to achieve the
CCG’s financial duties for 2019/20.
It is expected based on current assumptions that any implications with regards the five year
framework for GP contracts will be contained within the financial allocations available for the period
2019/20 to 2023/24.
Recommendation/Action Required
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to


note the financial position of delegated general practice budgets for the period
ending 31st May 2019



consider and approve amendments to the detail of the 2019/20 budgets.



consider and note the current Five Year Strategic Financial Plan for delegated
primary care commissioning.

Sponsor/approving director

David Chandler, Deputy Chief Officer and Chief
Finance Officer

Reviewed by

Tarryn Lake, Deputy Chief Finance Officer

Report author

Tarryn Lake, Deputy Chief Finance Officer
Governance and Assurance

Link to CCG corporate objectives (please tick all that apply)
CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties
CO2: Maintain financial control and performance targets




CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services
CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and reforming
services
CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities



CO6: Develop the CCG localities
CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund
CO8: Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning
Relevant legal/statutory issues



None
Any potential/actual conflicts

of interest associated with the
Yes
No
N/A
paper? (please tick)
Members of the committee may potentially be conflicted due to their practices being able to receive
investments outlined in the paper for approval.
Equality analysis completed
(please tick)

Yes

No
Key implications

Are additional resources
required?

None

Has there been appropriate
clinical engagement?
Has there been/or does there
need to be any patient and
public involvement?
Is there an expected impact on
patient outcomes/experience?
If yes, has a quality impact
assessment been undertaken?
Has there been member
practice and/or other
stakeholder engagement if
needed?

Version
1.0 Draft
2.0 Draft
3.0 final

N/A
N/A

No

N/A

Date
11/06/2019
11/06/2019
11/06/2019

Comments
Initial draft completed by TL
DC Reviewed & Approved
TL Further Amends

N/A



Primary Care Commissioning Committee
Financial Report for the period to 31 June 2019
1.

Purpose of Report
The purpose of this report is to present the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee a summary of the financial position of delegated general practice
budgets as at month 2 (for the period ending 31 May 2019) and the forecast year
end position for 2019/20.
In addition, this report requests that the Primary Care Commissioning Committee
approves amendments to the 2019/20 budget in line with delegated authority
limits and considers the updated Five Year Strategic Financial Plan for the period
2019/20 to 2023/24.

2.

Summary Financial Performance
The summary financial performance for delegated general practice budgets for
2019/20 is outlined below:
Category

General Practice - GMS
General Practice - PMS
Other List-Based Services (APMS incl.)
QOF
Enhanced services
Premises cost reimbursements
Other - GP Services
Reserves
Total Delegated GP Budgets

Year to Date
Budget
(£000's)
3,785
598
526
708
334
543
50
0
6,545

Year to Date
Actual
(£000's)
3,778
584
510
725
342
554
50
0
6,545

Year to Date
Variance
(£000's)
-7
-13
-16
17
8
11
0
0
0

Annual
Budget

Forecast
Outturn

Variance

(£000's)
22,707
3,585
3,157
4,250
2,004
3,261
303
2,790
42,058

(£000's)
22,707
3,585
3,157
4,250
2,004
3,261
303
2,790
42,058

(£000's)

The CCG is currently forecasting a breakeven position for delegated general
practice budgets for 2019/20. There are a number of areas where detailed
forecasts are not yet known at this point in the financial year and further work is
being undertaken with the NHS England finance team to establish the expected
outturn to inform month 3 reporting.
Based on an initial review there is potential slippage of £300k in 2019/20 against
previous year’s accruals however this is subject to further detailed validation.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

For now it is assumed that if there is slippage that we will identify plans to utilise
this in year. Please note this position also assumes the expenditure on
contractual requirements for the primary care networks such as the
reimbursement of staffing costs set out in the network directed enhanced
services (DES) are fully utilised in 2019/20.
The annual budget for other GP Services is £2,869k. A significant proportion of
this budget relates to the GP Quality Premium (£1,712k) with the residual budget
relating to expected charges for seniority, maternity and sickness cover and
suspended GPs. As outlined in previous reports, the nature of some of the
expenditure in this category means the forecast can be volatile if unexpected
variances in expenditure on maternity, sickness cover or suspensions occur. The
regional risk share agreement previously approved by PCC should reduce the
potential impact on NHS Sunderland CCG of large movements.
The Primary Care Reserves area is currently forecasting expenditure of £2,790k.
This forecast for primary care reserves assumes expenditure on planned
investments as follows:












£600k – GP Career Start scheme
£35k – Engagement support
£81k – Practice pharmacy support
£210k – Primary care contingency in line with CCG business rules
£99k – Possible premises costs following district valuation assessments
£563k – Primary care network participation DES
£500k – Primary care network workforce reimbursements
(reimbursements for pharmacists and social prescribing workforce as set
out in primary care network DES)
£146k – Primary care network leadership contribution
£310k – Extended hours primary care network DES
£232k – General practice quality premium (GP QP) funding (balance of
extended hours historical DES funding proposed for reinvestment back
into the GP QP); and
£14k – Premises support

Please note that the above budgets and commitments are in line with the revised
allocations announced by NHS England for delegated primary care
commissioning and the updated Operational and Strategic Financial Plan set out
in section 3 for consideration by the Primary Care Commissioning Committee.

3.

Operational and Strategic Financial Plan
Following the announcement of the five year framework for GP contract reform,
NHS England published revised allocations for delegated primary care
commissioning for the period 2019/20 to 2023/24. The revised allocation for
2019/20 changed the growth in allocation from 6.2% to 3.11% representing a
reduction in growth funding of £1,246k.

The difference in funding is being retained nationally to fund GP indemnity costs.
The overall revised budget for 2019/20 for Delegated Primary Care Services for
which approval was gained from the CCG Governing Body in March is £42,058k.
This is broken down as follows:

2019/20
£000’s
Delegated Primary Care Services
Growth @ 3.11%
Total Delegated Primary Care Budget

40,788
1,270
__________
42,058

The budget for 2019/20 demonstrates achievement of the required business
rules for 2019/20. The full budget which was approved by Governing Body is
outlined below.

Expenditure Summary
General Practice - GMS
General Practice - PMS
Other List-Based Services (APMS incl.)
Enhanced services
Premises cost reimbursements
QOF
Other - GP Services
Primary Care Investment Reserve (inc PCN Funding)
0.5% Contingency
Total

2018/19 Closing
2019/20
Recurrent Budget Recurrent Budget
£000's
£000's
22,803
22,707
3,618
3,585
3,083
3,157
2,071
2,004
3,166
3,261
4,250
4,250
393
303
1,204
2,580
199
210
40,788
42,058

Revised 2019/20 Budget
Subsequent to Governing Body approval of budgets for 2019/20, NHS England
has provided further clarity with regards the financial implications of the primary
care network developments announced within the contract reforms. This has
resulted in a need to revise the investments held within the primary care
investment reserve in the table above as well as the commitments in the Five
Year Financial Plan. The amendments requiring consideration by Primary Care
Commissioning Committee and approval by Governing Body are as follows:



Primary Care Network Workforce Reimbursement investments for 2019/20
have been reduced by £90k from £590k to £500k. Following approval of
the budget for 2019/20 NHS England announced specific maximum
financial reimbursement values for pharmacist and social prescribing staff
per network. This has reduced the investment required for
reimbursements.



Primary Care Network Leadership Reimbursement investments for
2019/20 have been reduced by £20k from £166k to £146k. Following
review with primary care commissioning staff the estimate for
reimbursement of clinical director costs has been further refined.



Primary Care Network Extended Hours investment has been increased by
£96k from £446k to £542k to reflect the historical extended hours DES
funding retracted from the GP QP. NHS England has clarified that the
Primary Care Network Extended Hours DES will be £1.09 per head of
population in 2019/20 (£310k) and £1.46 per head of population in
2020/21 (£416k). It is proposed that the difference between the historic
extended hours DES funding and the investment required for the Primary
Care Network DES is invested back into the GP QP.



Premises support funding of £14k has been identified to invest in
resources to support practices in NHS Property Services premises with
resolving ongoing charging disputes.

Revised Five Year Strategic Financial Plan
The draft Five Year Strategic Financial Plan which was presented to the
Governing Body in March 2019 identified a significant funding pressure of
£1,610k phased over the period 2020/21 to 2023/24. Following production of this
plan the CCG has sought further clarity from NHS England with regards Primary
Care Network investment requirements.
As a result a revised plan has been developed and is included in Appendix A for
information. Appendix A summarises the plan at a high level on a single piece of
paper. The Appendix identifies the expected allocation increases, the expected
efficiency plans and the investment areas (how additional funding will be
deployed) for the next five years. These amounts are in addition to the existing
recurrent primary care GP commissioning budget that rolls over from 2018/19.
The following amendments have been made to the Five Year Strategic Financial
Plan:


Primary Care Network Impact and Investment Fund – The initial plan
identified a funding requirement of £1,609k over the period 2020/21 to
2023/24 for the impact and investment fund (demand management
incentive scheme for general practice) announced in the contract reforms.
Subsequently NHS England has now confirmed that separate central

funding is being held for this fund and therefore this has been removed
from commitments in the Five Year Strategic Financial Plan.


Primary Care Network Workforce Investments – As outlined above the
investment requirements have been amended in 2019/20 for primary care
network workforce reimbursements. As it stands NHS England are yet to
announce the financial implications for workforce reimbursements in the
period 2020/21 to 2023/24. As such, the Five Year Strategic Plan has
been updated to reflect the best estimate from information released to
date which has amended the five year investment requirement from
£4,779k to £4,000k. NHS England has outlined that from 1 April 2020
workforce reimbursement will be through a capitated allocation to each
network.

The revised plan identifies £670k of investments for a Five Year Contract Reform
Contingency. It is recommended that due to the lack of clarity from NHS England
on future investment requirements for Primary Care Network Workforce that this
funding is held as a contingency to manage financial risk and is reviewed each
financial year for deployment as appropriate on a recurrent and non-recurrent
basis.

4.

Recommendation
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to


note the financial position of delegated general practice budgets for the
period ending 31st May 2019



consider and recommend amendments to the detail of the 2019/20
budgets for approval by the Governing Body.



consider and note the current Five Year Strategic Financial Plan for
delegated primary care commissioning.

Name of Author: Tarryn Lake, Deputy Chief Finance Officer
Name of Sponsoring Director: David Chandler, Deputy Chief Officer and
Chief Finance Officer
Date: 27 June 2019
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Primary Care Allocation Uplifts

Jun-19

PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS FOR DELEGATED PRIMARY CARE
2019/20
%
3.11

2020/21
%

2021/22
%

4.15

PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES - TO BE RELEASED IN THE YEAR SPECIFIED
2022/23
%

4.27

2023/24
%

4.53

2019/20
£,000

1.08
3.00
0.50

2.42
3.00
0.50

2.94
3.00
0.50

2.62
3.00
0.50

2.83
3.00
0.50

SOURCES
Increased Primary Care Allocations

1,270

1,747

484
100
0
0

0
0
81
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

968
200
81
542

Rebasing of 18/19 budgets / untilised growth

479

0

0

0

0

479

1,605

584

81

0

0

2,270

PRESSURES / INVESTMENTS

2021/22
£,000

2022/23
£,000

1,870

2023/24
£,000

2,067

Totals
£,000

2,311

9,265

1,605

584

81

0

0

2,270

Total Sources

2,875

2,331

1,951

2,067

2,311

11,535

303

714

929

864

949

3,760

Demographic Pressures

Totals
£,000

PMS review and APMS procurement schemes released over 5 year transition period with 2020/21 being the final year of transition.
Pharmacy pilot invested in non recurrently for period of four years. Investment into pilot in 2016/17 included in investment area & then released after
four year period in 2020/21 in productivity section.

Productivity Areas

APPLICATION
Contract & Premises Uplifts (inc MPIG & Seniority
Investments)

2023/24
£,000

484
100
0
542

SOURCE & APPLICATION OF FUNDING
2020/21
£,000

2022/23
£,000

PMS Review
APMS Procurement
Pharmacy Pilot - Release of Funds
Extended Access DES - Extraction from GPQP

TOTAL ALL PRODUCTIVITY AREAS

Draft Primary Care allocation uplifts were announced by NHS England on 10th January 2019 for 2019/20 to 2023/24. Within allocation
announcements Primary Care funding for Sunderland was noted to be 3.35% above target allocation i.e. within the 5% target from
allocation window deemed appropriate by NHS England. Following draft allocation announcements the CCG received revised
allocations taking into account adjustments for the agreed primary care contracts for 2019/20.
Contract uplifts for 2019/20 have been confirmed at 1.08% for 2019/20.

2019/20
£,000

2021/22
£,000

PRODUCTIVITY AREAS

4.84

Uplift Assumptions:
GP Contracts
GP Premises
Demographic Presures

2020/21
£,000

135

135

135

135

135

677

Planned Investment Areas

2,436

1,481

886

1,068

1,226

7,098

Total Application

2,875

2,331

1,951

2,067

2,311

11,535

2019/20
£,000
INVESTMENT AREAS
Quality Premium
Locum Reimbursement Pressures
Minor Surgery Activity Pressures
Network Participation DES
Network Worforce Investments
Network Leadership
Network Extended Hours (Transfer of DES)
Premises Support
Five Year Contract Reform Contingency
NHS England Business Rule Requirement Movements
TOTAL ALL INVESTMENTS

Demographic pressures are based on ONS population projections for Sunderland and premises uplifts are based on expected inflation rates.

2020/21
£,000

2021/22
£,000

2022/23
£,000

2023/24
£,000

Totals
£,000

403
207
50
563
500
146
542
14

403
0
0
0
700
49
0
0

0
0
0
0
800
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1,000
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1,000
0
0
0

806
207
50
563
4,000
195
542
14

0
11

321
9

77
9

58
10

215
12

670
51

2,436

1,481

886

1,068

1,226

7,098

The five year investment period investments total £7.1m. PMS funding released over the period has been prioritised for the Quality Premium investments
into General Practice. As with any "long term" plan there is greater detail in earlier financial years than later ones and further work is ongoing to prioritise
areas for investment. As such, the plan above outlines in red the funding available for the remaining investment areas which are still under consideration.
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Item 8.1

PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
27 June 2019
Report Title:

General Practice Workforce Steering Group
Minutes

Purpose of report
To provide a copy of the minutes of the General Practice Workforce Steering Group held
on 06 February 2019
Key points
The minutes provide the following summarised updates:







Nursing – 5 Nurse Mentorship Bursaries, 3 Advanced Clinical Practitioner Nursing
Bursaries and Credentialing Applications have been received by the CCG;
Internal staffing changes need to be considered in respect of the workload
associated with workforce planning;
An Intending Trainer Bursary is available to increase number of GP trainers;
CPEN/training hubs – these are aligned to Integrated Care Partnership areas with
dedicated support from Health Education England;
Training Academies – The Group will map out the training practices who take
medical students in the first instance;
Workplan – GP Career Start has 4 recruits for the next cohort, work is ongoing to
support the International Recruitment initiative, the Practice Nurse career start is
under evaluation and there are 7 applications via the Golden Hello Scheme under
consideration.

Risks and issues
No risks identified
Assurances
The minutes provide assurance of the work being undertaken in respect of General
Practice workforce
Recommendation/Action Required
The Committee is asked to note receipt of the minutes.

Item 8.1
Clare Nesbit, Director of People and Primary
Sponsor/approving director
Care
Wendy Thompson, General Practice
Report author
Commissioning Lead
Governance and Assurance
Link to CCG corporate objectives (please tick all that apply)


CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties
CO2: Maintain financial control and performance targets
CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services
CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and
reforming services
CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities



CO6: Develop the CCG localities
CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund


CO8: Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning
Relevant legal/statutory issues

The Committee has responsibility for the initiatives highlighted in the GP Strategy as part of
the CCG’s delegated function.
Any potential/actual
conflicts of interest
associated with the paper?
(please tick)

Yes

No

Yes

No



N/A

If yes, please specify
Equality analysis completed
(please tick)

N/A



Key implications
Are additional resources
required?
Has there been appropriate
clinical engagement?
Has there been/or does
there need to be any patient
and public involvement?
Is there an expected impact
on patient
outcomes/experience? If
yes, has a quality impact

No
Clinicians sit on the Group
Not applicable
Not in respect of the minutes of the meeting but workforce
initiatives are expected to have a positive impact on
patient experience of accessing primary medical care

Item 8.1
assessment been
undertaken?
Has there been member
practice and/or other
stakeholder engagement if
needed?

The Group consists of a Practice Manager and GPs

Item 8.1

General Practice Workforce Steering Group
Wednesday 6 February 2019
Steve Cram Suite, Pemberton House

Present:
Geoff Stephenson GP, SCCG (chair)
Jacquie Lambie
Strategic Primary Care
Workforce Lead
Janet Rutherford
General Practice Workforce
Development Lead
Beth Downing
Finance Manager, SCCG
Eric Harrison
Exec Practice Manager
Florence Gunn
Exec Practice Nurse

In Attendance:
Maria Hutchinson

Absent:
Juliet Fetcher
Raj Bethapudi
Susan Price

Minutes

1. Apologies
Dawn Innes
Roger Ford
Karen Giles

Meds Op SCCG
Exec GP
HR Manager SGPA

Board Nurse SGPA
LMC Representative
Lecturer Sunderland University

2. Declaration of interest
JL raised a declaration of interest in regards to University of Sunderland Medical
School. There was no other declaration of interest raised throughout the meeting.

3. Notes and Action form the last meeting 28.11.18
a. Accuracy
The following changes were made to the minutes;
 Eric Harrison was present in the previous meeting. Notes to be
changed to reflect this.

Item 8.1
b. Matters Arising








Medical indemnity for student nurse placements - instead of an SLA it
was thought a memorandum of understanding would be disseminated.
This is still outstanding. JR to clarify with Simone Bedford if this is
happening.
Non-medical prescribers – it was agreed that there should be a
payment but still unsure how this will work going forward. Time
commitment is also a concern. JL to get an understanding of cost for
GP’s.
Joint Letter by GS & FG is still to be sent out regarding advanced
clinical practice nurse bursary. However information has been shared
and applications received.
GP Trainers – a spreadsheet has been pulled together of GP trainers
and educators across Sunderland. Next step to encourage non
educators to consider taking medical students and to try and
understand the barriers.

4. Nursing Update
Sunderland CCG offer Nurse Mentorship bursaries both for nurses who want to do
new qualifications or update training. The CCG has currently received 5 bursary
applications with only 2 practices having claimed so far. JR put forward a
recommendation to reduce the funding available for the mentorship bursary in the
next financial year to reduce underspends in this area. The group supports the
recommendation.
Advanced clinical practitioner bursary - there has been 3 applications to date and 1
has submitted an invoice.
Credentialing – a small number of applications have been received. A meeting has
been arranged in March and a local RCN rep has been invited to attend.
Practice Nursing Subgroup meeting notes tabled for information. A nursing away day
did not go ahead in 18/19 but the group have asked if it could go head in May during
the TITO. The steering group supported the application to go to TITO.
The nurses have requested the away day to focus on concerns around terms and
conditions. Unfortunately this not something the CCG can implement as all nurses
are employed by independent contractors. GP Alliance strategy contains
standardising working across practices and could potentially be the best organisation
to support the practices with the CCG Supportive of the idea.

5. Workforce Programme Sustainability

Item 8.1
Following the decision by JR to step away from her role discussion took place around
workforce workload. JL works 3 days and is directly employed by Sunderland
University. 1 of the 3 working days is dedicated to her university role.
JR is leaving the CCG at the end of March 2019 and it has been made aware that
there is no one to take over her whole workload. Discussion has taken place in the
subgroup meetings to see if there is anyone to lead on the work, potentially a locality
nurse to support FG. The programme of work is to be reviewed with consideration of
which work needs to be stopped in order to focus on priorities. There has been
discussion that the current priority should be training academies
The group decided the next steps would be to do mapping of both JL & JR workload
and then for a meeting to go ahead with Clare Nesbitt, Jackie Spencer, Florence
Gunn and Geoff Stephenson to understand the future workload in workforce.
Closer working with South Tyneside is also to be considered in the context of
workforce.

6. Intending trainer Bursary
An Intending trainer bursary is available for those Gps who want to become a trainer.
The bursary is currently paid retrospectively upon invoices. It has been requested if
the bursary could be paid all in one and has been put forward to the group to see if
this can change.
The group agreed that the SLA can be changed as long as there is explicit liability
within the SLA that the money can be pulled back if not used appropriately.

7. CPEN/Training Hubs
CPEN (now known as training hubs) have been aligned to ICP areas. SCCG and
STCCG are the central Training hub. North Durham will remain aligned to DDES for
the purposes of the training hubs only. Resource is in the form of a band 8a
Programme Lead, band 6 project support and an admin support. The staff will be
employed and managed by HEE but be placed in STCCG who are taking the lead
on the programme of work. Staff are expected to be employed by April 2019 on a two
year secondment.

8. Training Academies
GPSIG have pushed to continue the work on training academies. Discussion took
place around how this will link in with networks and the first steps on taking this
forward.
It was agreed the first step is to starting mapping out which practices take medical
students and look at what placements are required city wide.
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9. Finance Update
The current finance is position is good and overall balancing out.
Invoices due to come in are 3k for Real General Practice and care of the dying
training from the hospice 7 to 8k.
Any training requested out of non-recurrent funding will have to be delivered by 31st
March 2019.
The forecasting for the future training budget for next year is ongoing.

10. Workplan
GP Career start - no further updates, currently 4 recruited for the next cohort
commencing August 2019
International GP recruitment – ongoing meetings. IELT levels continue to be a
challenge and it has been agreed that the IELTs score be reduced. There is also the
need to consider the implications of how Brexit is impacting on recruitment.
PN career start – there is an evaluation being carried out to review the scheme see if
it is effective to continue
Golden hello – 7 applications

11. Any other Business
Dates have gone out for appraisal and coaching for PM’s response good so far
SLA for a bursary been sent to LMC

12. Items for Information
 PN Workforce Steering group Notes 29.01.19
 PM Workforce Steering Group Notes 16.01.19
13. Date & Time of Next Meeting
27 March 2019 at 2pm in the Steve Cram Suite
(Deadline for Papers 15.03.19)
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PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
27 JUNE 2019
Report Title:

General Practice Strategy Implementation
Group Minutes

Purpose of report
To provide a copy of the minutes of the General Practice Strategy Implementation Group
held on 26 March 2019
Key points
The minutes of the meeting are summarised as follows:
 The Terms of Reference for the group have been discussed and amendments
suggested; there is a view that the Workforce Steering Group and the GP Strategy
Implementation Group could be merged into one;
 The General Practice strategy is currently being refreshed and an update on work to
date was provided;
 A Directed Enhanced Service for Primary Care Networks was expected to be issued
in March 2019;
 ATBA Programme 1 – an update stating that Programme 1 has a pharmacy and a
GP sub-group to look at work to be identified in the forthcoming revised strategy as
well as the Directed Enhanced Service for Primary Care Networks;
 Updates were provided in respect of finance, workforce and digital work-streams
Risks and issues
No risks identified
Assurances
The minutes provide assurance of the work being undertaken in respect of General
Practice Strategy Implementation
Recommendation/Action Required
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to note receipt of the minutes.
Sponsor/approving director

Clare Nesbit, Director of People and Primary
Care
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Report author
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Wendy Thompson, General Practice
Commissioning Lead
Governance and Assurance

Link to CCG corporate objectives (please tick all that apply)


CO1: Ensure the CCG meets its public accountability duties
CO2: Maintain financial control and performance targets
CO3: Maintain and improve the quality and safety of CCG commissioned services
CO4: Ensure the CCG involves patients and the public in commissioning and
reforming services
CO5: Identify and deliver the CCG’s strategic priorities



CO6: Develop the CCG localities
CO7: Integrating health and social care services, including the Better Care Fund


CO8: Develop and deliver primary medical care commissioning
Relevant legal/statutory issues

The Committee has responsibility for the initiatives highlighted in the GP Strategy as part of
the CCG’s delegated function.
Any potential/actual
conflicts of interest

Yes
No
N/A
associated with the paper?
(please tick)
If yes, please specify
Equality analysis completed
(please tick)

Yes

No

N/A



Key implications
Are additional resources
required?
Has there been appropriate
clinical engagement?
Has there been/or does
there need to be any patient
and public involvement?
Is there an expected impact
on patient
outcomes/experience? If
yes, has a quality impact
assessment been
undertaken?
Has there been member
practice and/or other
stakeholder engagement if

No
Clinicians sit on the Group
Not applicable

Not in respect of the minutes of the meeting but initiatives
are expected to have a positive impact on patient
experience of accessing primary medical care

The Group consists of a Practice Manager and GPs
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needed?
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General Practice Strategy Implementation Group
Tuesday 26 March 2019
Steve Cram Suite, Pemberton House
Present:
Wendy Thompson
Jackie Spencer
Fadi Khalil
Juliet Fletcher
Jacquie Lambie
Florence Gunn
Deanna Lagun
Mark Speer
Clare Nesbit
Jon Twelves

General Practice Commissioning Lead (Chair)
Head of General Practice Commissioning
Executive GP
Meds Op Representative
Primary Care Workforce Lead
Executive Practice Nurse
Head of Safeguarding & Interim Head of Quality & Safety
Finance Manager
Assistant Director of OD, Workforce & Primary Care
Chief Officer SGPA

In Attendance:
Maria Hutchinson

Minutes

1. Apologies
Geoff Stephenson
Paul Gibson

Primary Care Advisor
Head of Digital Development

2. Notes & Action Log from 12 February 2019
Minutes of the previous meeting dated 12 February were a true record.
Action Log
Item 72 GP Comms and engagement – open
Item 75 Golden Hellos – open
Item 77 – GP Trainers – Close
JL to meet with JT to discuss future work with GP trainers – a meeting went ahead
with Susan Price from SGPA - item to close.
3. Items for discussion
3.1 Format of meeting and Terms of Reference
Due to the ongoing work linked to the refresh of the GP Strategy and the implementation
of arrangements for the All Together Better Alliance, it has been proposed to amend the
terms of reference. A draft revised terms of reference was shared with the group within
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which it was proposed that the GP Strategy Implementation Group Meeting moves to a
bi-monthly meeting being held in the opposite month to the All Together Better Alliance
Programme 1 meeting. It was also proposed to the group to consider merging the
GPSIG meeting with the ‘General Practice Workforce Steering Group’ meeting. These
are proposed to be transitional arrangements until such times that the GPSIG could be
disbanded and Programme 1 take over its function.
The role of the group within the terms of reference has been updated to incorporate
elements from the workforce steering group and includes the consideration of schemes
for the quality premium.
WT confirmed the group is not a decision making group and the role of the group is to
make recommendations to the Primary Care Commissioning Committee and therefore a
quorum is not necessary although it was acknowledged that there should be specific
representation at group meetings.
WT opened it up for discussion for any suggestions to be considered.
The group agreed the following changes to be made to the ToR are:









Page 1 “The Group comprised of representatives from the following organisations
(followed by a list of organisations)” to be amended to say “The Group comprised
of representatives from various organisations” – list of organisations to be
removed.
Page 2, Item 3 Role of GPSIG
o To ensure primary care infrastructure premises has its own bullet point
Page 3, Item 4 Membership
o CCG Head of Quality and Patient Safety to be changed to Head of
Safeguarding.
o LMC Representative to be removed as not currently a member of the
group
o Add Representative from Sunderland University
Page 4, Add ‘including the LMC’ to the first sentence
Page 4, Item 6 Quorum
o Delete Practice Manager and leave as SCCG Executive GP/Nurse
To add in that the whole terms of reference will be evolving and the terms of
reference currently stands as an interim ToR.

It was noted that there is nothing in ToR around working with South Tyneside. It was felt
that further clarification is required before adding South Tyneside CCG in these ToR as
there are different governance arrangements in place at present. This is something for
future consideration.
Further discussion took place around merging the GP Workforce Steering Group and the
GPSIG Meeting together. Overall it was agreed that the next GPWSG would be an hour
before the GPSIG and a review of the arrangements for both groups would be
considered following the next meeting; the members of the workforce steering group will
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attend that section of the meeting only and leave before the GPSIG meeting
commences.
Action:
 JL to change the date of the next GPWSG so it is one hour before the GPSIG.
JL to send an email to workforce group to inform members of the change of date
and time of meeting and to inform them that the future of the meeting is currently
being reviewed.
 Next meeting to be arranged in May 2019 for 1 hour and 30 minutes
3.2 GP Strategy Refresh Summary
GP Strategy meetings have all now taken place in the five localities. Evaluation from the
north is still to be circulated. WT is currently pulling a written summary report together,
gathering the key themes and priorities. A few already noted are workforce, locality hubs,
estates and digital solutions. The report will link in with the NHS Long Term Plan and the
ATBA programme 1 objectives. The strategy will be reviewed by many groups before
final sign off.
Action: WT to circulate a draft outline of the Strategy and key themes for discussion via
email before the next meeting in May
3.3 Networks
The DES is to be issued by NHSE on 29th March. Discussion will then need to take place
with practices as to how Networks will be taken forward and ensure full sign up.
A Clinical Director job description and application process are currently being pulled
together.
3.4 ATBA Programme 1
The first Programme 1 meeting is scheduled to take place next week (w/c 01.04.19). So
far the programme has been split into two, Pharmacy and General Practice which come
together to feed into Programme 1.
The Pharmacy Sub-group has been looking at the module and trying to understand what
it will look like involving the new GP contract/DES requirements and where does
Medicines Optimisation fit into this. Clinical pharmacists across the city are to link into
the group along with a representative from Sunderland University.
The General Practice Group met the day after the contract was released. Work is
ongoing to link the GP strategy to the ATBA programme and Networks DES – this will
help to consider the requirements of the networks over the next couple of years. Clinical
Directors from the networks are to sit on Programme 1 when they have been appointed.
4. Updates
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4.1 Finance
MS gave a brief update on the financial position and at month 11 is reporting a
breakeven position for year end.
Finance budget for next year is in development.

4.2 Workforce
JL give an update on General Practice Workforce.
GP Career Start
Cohort 1 (2015/16) - complete with 6 GPs retained substantively in Sunderland;
Cohort 2 (2016/17) – 5 GPs recruited, 1 currently on sabbatical;
Cohort 3 (2017/18) – 4 GPs recruited;
Cohort 4 (2018/19) – recruitment is underway with 3 having undergone interview, all of
whom meet the programme criteria, and a further 3 expressions of interest.
Practice Nurse Career Start
There are 14 Practice Nurses on the current Career Start programme.
 Cohort 1 comes to an end December 2018 with 5 Practice Nurses coming off the
programme. Needs have been identified for year 2 and there is interest in
completing non-medical prescribing, adult clinical skills and minor injuries;
 Cohort 2 has 9 nurses under development and this cohort comes to an end
September 2019.
Review of the Practice Nurse Career Start Programme has been underway for some
time. Discussions have now commenced with SGPA regarding the way forward, taking
into account new entry routes for nursing e.g. Apprenticeship nursing degree and Nurse
Associates
HCA Career Start
Recruitment for cohort 2 is currently on hold until May 2019 and a review has
commenced. Again there is a changing landscape of nursing roles e.g. Nurse
Associates may impact on the future of the programme along with the potential
outcomes of the treatment room reforms.
Concerns were raised in the group that there is currently no programme to develop the
GP career starts that are new to the role in terms of peer review, mentorship and
support. A list is to be pulled together to try and start a GP support group.
International recruitment has not gone as well as expected but Sunderland has received
their first expression of interest from a training practice to host an international recruit.
To date 11 Golden Hello payments have been claimed. With a few more expected to
come in before the end of the year.
Work is still underway to redesign the training hubs. Sunderland CCG will, along with
South Tyneside CCG, be known as the central ICP training hub. Recruitment to support
posts is underway. Each training hub will be supported by 1 x Band 8a manager, 1x
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Band 6 project manager and 1x Band 3 admin post. All posts will be managed by Health
Education England.
4.3 Digital Solutions
There was no representative present at the meeting but an email update was provided
but not discussed due to time constraints. Email update below:
Medical records scanning


Sunderland has been working with NHS England to help develop the national
standards for medical record scanning and has been selected as one of four
areas to develop the standards and deliver a defined solution. The other
areas are Cambridge, Blackpool & Birmingham.
 The specification for the procurement is under development which is likely to
take place during the Spring.
 The SLA has been sent to practices which will enable funding to flow.
 A baseline position and prioritisation list for practices going first to last will be
developed during the next couple of months, informed by discussions on
space saving, quality of existing records and resources available within each
practice.
New Consultation Types & HSJ Award


The development of new consultation types for general practices continues to
progress. See month 5 benefits profile.
 The programme is focusing on the development of video consultation over the
next month with the business change team working with practices to define
the use and test the technology.
 A number of NCT Roadshows have been taking place across the city within
the bridges shopping centre and Hetton. Further sessions are planned this
week at the Galleries. Feedback from the team has been positive and it will
be interesting to see if there is any change to the utilisation figures as a result
of the work.
GPIT Futures


The team are linking with the national GPIT Futures Programme that will
replace GPSoC at the end of December 2019. This will require reprocurement of clinical systems across the country and a change to the way
GPIT is funded with greater expectations on CCG management of notional
allocations. See attached FAQ
Regional GPIT Strategy Group




The regional group has Sunderland representation from Paul Gibson, Raj
Bethapudi, Eric Harrison and the link through to CFO's is Dave
Chandler. The group is initiating a number of task and finish groups to coordinate a single approach for GPIT across the region.
The SLA 2019/20 - refining the SLA and costings for the additional services
for Primary Care Enabling Services, WIFI etc that are not responsibilities for
CCGs within the GPIT Operating Model.
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GPIT Strategy Development - a single strategy aligned to the ICS Digital
Strategy and should support an ICS Primary Care Strategy however this will
also enable local plans to be supported.
 GPIT Capital Profiles for Business as Usual Infrastructure
Resource Publisher & Clinical Digital Resource Collaborative (CDRC)


The functionality to distribute centrally developed templates has been
deployed to practices and we will be working with SGPA and our
development resource (Andrew Richardson) to build a robust process any
new requests and publication / notification to practices.
4.4 Localities Working Together
The focus of the last meeting on 19 March was around the purpose of the group and
how the role of Locality Practice Managers and Locality Practice Nurses will fit into
Primary Care Networks. The key is to ensure there is no working in silos.
5. Any Other Business
Child protection reports
An evaluation on the child protection report writing service which was piloted in
Washington locality has been found to be successful but the final report is not yet
ready. DL has requested if the funding can be extended for another for three months
pending the final report outcome.
Action: DL to send through the report and request to extend funding for the protection
writing report to CN for sign off.
Treatment rooms
Treatment Rooms is to be added as an item on the next agenda as there is going to
be an impact on workforce for practices due to changes that are going to be
implemented.
Action: MH to ensure Treatment Rooms is on the agenda for the next meeting
6. Date of Next Meeting:
To be confirmed.
Action: MH to ensure the meeting time is extended to incorporate the first hour of the
meeting to be the Workforce Steering Group and the second 1.5 hours to be the
GPSIG – to be organised for May 2019
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